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Agenda
• Framing the investigation
• What we were looking for – case study
• The statistical techniques employed
• The results and conclusion
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Where data analysis fits
• We’re in search of analysis improvement 
• The best claims opportunities result from a 

combination of “knowledge” and data analysis
• Analysis complements knowledge and vice versa

KNOWLEDGE ANALYSIS IMPROVEMENT

Cornerstone of 
Success +

Investigation of 
Scheme Specific 

Data & Information
= Evidence Based Reasons 

for Change

Pure Research
Individual Views 
("experience")

Ongoing tracking & 
evaluation
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Process to combine knowledge and analysis
1. Knowledge of claims managers:

– ‘Gut feel’ for issues
– Develop hypotheses to test

2. Data analysis:
– crunch the database to test hypotheses and find 

that pearl of information 
– generate sample of claim files for closer review 

3. File Review 
– prove the pearl by building a body of evidence 
– efficiently finding the right files to review is difficult 
– some techniques are time consuming to implement
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Our Objective 
• To find a more efficient approach for: 

– analysis of database 
– generating sample of files for closer review
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Case study questions
• Knowledge of claims managers: 

– Gut feel that the choice of legal representative 
does affect outcomes 

– Hypothesis that connection between legal 
representative and treating doctor can affect 
outcomes
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What do we mean by “Outcome”
• Outcomes of importance differ between portfolio, 

insurer or scheme, eg:
– the duration in receipt of benefits
– the level of integration into the community
– proportion of payments made to claimant

• In our study we mean:
– total cost of claim (presentation) 
– duration to finalise (paper)
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Analysis techniques
• A range of analytical techniques have been 

employed to test the hypotheses
– One way analysis
– GLM
– GLMM (Random Effects)
– Machine Learning

• Our objective was not to compare and contrast 
“statistical goodness” of these techniques

• Instead, our objective was to compare how well 
each technique could improve efficiency of:
– the analysis of the database 
– the generation of the file sample
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The portfolio analysed
• The techniques discussed in this paper are not 

portfolio specific
• We’ve applied them to a segment of NSW CTP 

claims:
– 15,000 claims analysed
– 85% or 13,000 claims settled
– 62% of these, or 9,000 claims, legally represented of 

which 7,000 have been settled
– 1,500 law firms’ offices involved
– 60,000 individual medical payments made
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Variables Investigated 
• Legal representation (obviously)
• Injury Severity
• Socio-economic indicator
• Legal representative
• Treating doctor
• Plus, every variable available on the database
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Propensity to use Legal Representation
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Average Claim Size of legally rep’d claims
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Normalised for severity and finalisation order
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What other analysis could we do?
• More advanced GLM models

– Interactions, External data
• GAMs

– Particularly useful for continuous variables
• GLMMs

– useful when variables have many possible levels
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What else did we do?
• GLMs with the following data

– Injury severity and operational time
– Rehabilitation indicator 
– ABS and Census data (socio-economic and 

demographic indicators)
– Litigation indicator

• GLMMs incorporating the above plus
– legal provider and
– treating doctor

• Modelling improvements were significant relative 
to the simple GLM, but are not that ‘visible’ on a 
map by postcode
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Statistical gains of each technique
Gains Chart - Modelling Techniques
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Knowledge gain from each technique
• GLM

– More severe claims, finalising later are more costly
• “Advanced GLM”

– Impacts of variables and interactions limited only by imagination 
and time

– e.g. socio-economic indicators correlate more strongly with pure 
economic loss payments than with overall claim size

• GLMMs
– Pure effects of variables stand out more
– Variables with many ‘levels’ can be analysed; eg, treating doctor
– e.g. The average claim size of represented claims is influenced 

by the choice of legal representative
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Introducing Machine Learning
Gains Chart - Machine Learning
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Knowledge gain from Machine Learning

• The average claim size is correlated with the 
choice of legal provider
– and this affect is more strongly observed in some 

specific injury severities
• The average claim size is also correlated with 

the choice of medical provider
• With Machine Learning we’re beginning to find 

some interesting segments of the portfolio to 
examine further
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Residual Analysis
• Different modelling techniques allow the user to 

gain different kinds of information about the 
portfolio

• Machine Learning can provide meaningful 
descriptions of segments of interest

• Further, Machine Learning analysis on residuals 
of simple GLMs are fast to do and can efficiently 
identify
– claims segments to look at; and
– specific claims for file reviews.
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Prospective Management
• Previous slides focussed on finalised claims
• The residual analysis targets particular claims or 

segments where the claim outcome varies in an 
unexplained way

• It is important to be able to identify open claims 
in the portfolio that may be at highest risk

• In this respect we’ve some excellent initial 
results on the superiority of the predictive 
powers of Machine Learning
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Machine Learning – Open Claims
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Conclusions
• Different techniques give different 

information
• Machine Learning has proved superior in: 

– Efficiently analysing the database to test 
hypotheses and find interesting pockets of 
experience

– Generating a sample of files for closer review
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